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Newport and Carisbrooke 
Community Council 

www.newportwight.org.uk 
 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF NEWPORT & CARISBROOKE COMMUNITY COUNCIL 
PLANNING AND CONSULTATION COMMITTEE HELD ON THURSDAY 26TH MAY 

2022 AT THE PAVILION, VICTORIA RECREATION GROUND, NEWPORT, ISLE OF 
WIGHT, COMMENCING AT 6.00PM. 

 
Councillors Present:  
 
Other Councillors:  

Cllr Terry Martin, Cllr Shirley Smart, Cllr Michael Smith, Cllr 
Matthew Ambrosini, Cllr Vix Lowthion and Cllr Julie Jones-Evans 

 
0 

 
Speakers: 
 
Clerk: 

 
0 
 
Laura Jones 

 

Members of Public: 3 

 
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 
 

There were three members of public present, all who wished to express their 
concerns over applications 22/00631/FUL & 22/00629/OUT (agenda item 5). 
 
The public wished to jointly ask if committee members were aware that the new 
proposed amendments, in their eyes, were in fact not sufficient enough to rectify any 
of the previous concerns raised by themselves and the Isle of Wight Council. The 
members of the public went on to explain what negative impact this application could 
have for them and the surrounding area, and were keen to comment on the 
proposals put forward in the supporting document statement for both applications.  
 
The members of the public present at the beginning of the meeting stayed present to 
listen to committee members comments when they reached agenda item 5.  
 

P/2524 
 

APOLOGIES 
 
Cllr Ballington 
 

P/2525 DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY AND NON-PECUNIARY INTERESTS 
 
Cllr Ambrosini declared a non-pecuniary interest in matters relating to 
Gunville as members of the Gunville Community Association. 
 
Cllr Martin declared a non-pecuniary interest in matters relating to Gunville 
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as members of the Gunville Community Association. 

P/2526 MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 24th February 2022 were presented. 
 
RESOLVED: 
THAT, the minutes of the meeting held on 24th February 2022 be 
agreed and signed as an accurate record. 
 

P/2527 MATTERS ARISING 
 
NONE 
 

P/2528 PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
 

1. 22/00631/FUL & 22/00629/OUT 
 

ADDRESS:     LAND WEST OF 40 - 48 & 37 TO 47 BROADWOOD LANE 17 & 24 

FOREST HILLS 2-20 & 28 – 36 ARTHUR MOODY DRIVE CARISBROOKE 

ISLE OF WIGHT 

Members discussed this application at length and wish to make the following comments.  

 

Roads & Accessibility 

 

Like last time vehicular access to the site is insufficient and inappropriate for the expected 

traffic to the site. It is heavily reliant on Broadwood Lane and subsequent connecting 

streets. The roads within and near this area are already considered to be dangerous for 

both vehicles and pedestrians. 

 

The report by Island roads states a slight reduction in traffic on Broadwood Lane and 

subsequent connecting streets when compared to the previous application last year. The 

proposed third (Although count could be disputed.) access onto Ash Lane achieves very 

little apart from aggravation of residents. Island roads forecast the Ash Lane access will 

only take 12% of the vehicular burden from the new development meaning that Traffic 

Regulation Orders will still be required on  Broadwood Lane and subsequent connecting 

streets. So the Ash Lane access changed little in comparison to the last application apart 

from subjecting further residents within Gunville to development impacts. 

 

The TROs once again remove on-street parking in Broadwood Lane and subsequent 

connecting streets. This means at least 30 daily used kerbside parking places will be 

removed. Whilst the development does supply parking it totals less than the losses. In 

addition there is no regulation as to the assignment of these spots meaning those affected 

by the TRO have little hope of securing parking near their homes - a fact that wouldn't be 

the case if this development doesn't go ahead. 

 

Traffic counts were measured under Covid19 restrictions - this surely entails inaccuracies 

in forecasting future traffic on these sites as they were done under unique circumstances. 

The development itself is car reliant. Whilst there is provision for a cycle track and public 

footpath,  houses on the development that is closest to the nearest bus stop are at least a 6 

minutes walk away. This Bus service (No 7) is only hourly, unless a further 4 minute walk in 

which case the service  is half hourly (No 38). For many this may not be feasible, not 

forgetting this is for the closest properties. (DM17 (Sustainable Travel) of the Core 

Strategy) 

 

Gunville Road - the main arterial in the area, carries both local and wider island traffic 

between Forrest Road and Carisbrooke. Gunville road is highly saturated with local cul-de-

sac and their associated traffic, this has been amplified with the large number (for the area) 
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of new developments. With no road improvements and ever growing quantities of vehicles 

using the road (especially when diversions are in place) In times of high traffic the dual role 

of Gunville road in being both a local and arterial road can make access to properties on 

the adjoining cul-de-sac near on impossible as gridlock ensues. The proposed 

development relies on two entries onto Gunville road that are already difficult, especially 

that of Broadwood lane with its close proximity to the troublesome pinch point. With the 

increase in traffic and no practical amendments to the roads situation  this can only 

become worse with further development and its associated traffic. Without this 

development, the Waverly mini-roundabout is already set to be exceeding capacity at peak 

times by 2025 and therefore the approval of both schemes would further traffic impact on 

capacity and in turn highway safety. 

 

Environmental impacts 

 

Gunville as a village has seen continual expansion, not only changing the character of the 

area but further encroachment on the landscape. The loss of the natural landscape and the 

damages to the local area cannot be understated.  

 

The area has notoriously inadequate sewer capacity with no mention of improvement for 

the existing sewer network. extra foul water and sewage may well lead to yet further 

pressure on the struggling system potentially in deluge incidents Southern Water Facilities 

will be overwhelmed and forced to, yet again, discharge foul water and sewage into the 

River Medina. 

 

The proposed drainage scheme would potentially result in some dirty surface water 

discharging into the Gunville stream. This may have pollutants from the development both 

during and after the building process. Or The proposed drainage scheme would potentially 

result in surface water entering the Southern Water surface water system, which would 

therefore reduce what is currently flowing naturally into the stream. Either of the two 

potential options lead to a negative change to the Gunville Stream. 

 

The Location of both developments is already prone to flooding / waterlogged soil 

throughout much of the year. Local residents already experience flooding / waterlogged 

soil. The local fields are a natural barrier helping in controlling the worst of it. No doubt the 

current situation for residents will be made worse by an increase in impermeable surfaces 

and decrease in natural absorption and interception. The proposed two dry pond locations 

seems a poor decision - placement isn't at or near the lowest point in elevation of the site, 

which would be sensible considering they are meant to catch excess surface water helping 

to prevent issues of flooding further down the natural watercourse or in local residents 

gardens. 

 

Changes to the water course either in water volume or cleanliness as a result of the 

development will lead to a changed habitat within and around the waterway. These are 

habitat for protected and vulnerable species, such as water voles, crested newts, bullheads, 

otters (indicated by presence of spraint) and many other freshwater inhabitants and other 

species reliant upon the local habitat. The risk to this area from development is 

contradictory to the work of The Environment Agency in ensuring the wellbeing of local 

species. 

 

Not only will the development negatively impact the lives of pre-existing residents and 

damage the nearby natural environment, the loss of a working agricultural field given the 

current cost of living crisis and current food security concerns - least alone because of the 

conflict in Ukraine. The proposed site has remains of a roundhouse and enclosure, from the 

transition period from Late Iron Age to Roman society, at around 200 BCE, has been 

described as of significant value. It strikes me personally that this - even if not of national 

importance. It is something that should be protected as it is part of the history of both 

Gunville and the Isle of Wight. 
 

Taking the above comments into consideration, Newport and 

Carisbrooke Community Council wish to recommend REFUSAL of this 
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application.  
 

2. 22/00683/FUL 
 

ADDRESS:     104 ST JAMES SQUARE NEWPORT ISLE OF WIGHT PO30 1UR 

Members were very pleased to see this proposal which shows high quality conversions. 

Members noted that it’s really important for the alterations to any shopfront is such a 

prominent area to fall under strict criteria and meet certain standards as not to be 

detrimental to that conservation area.  

 

Members found the documentation provided with the proposal really interesting and are 

pleased to see the proposal to install two new office units on the ground level. Members 

feel that this could only improve the conservation area as the report has been so thorough 

in ensuring all alterations are in keeping with how the shopfronts used to be decorated 

many years ago.  

 

Taking the above comments into consideration, Newport and Carisbrooke 

Community Council wish to SUPPORT this application. 

 

P/2529 ANY OTHER PLANNING RELATED MATTERS INCLUDING 
CONSULTATIONS 
 
NONE 

P/2530 QUESTIONS FROM THE COMMITTEE RELATING TO PLANNING AND 
CONSULTATION MATTERS 
 
The following questions were asked by Cllr Lowthion and Cllr Ambrosini 
prior to the meeting and answered at the meeting. 
 

1. Are there any updates on developments regarding People First Zone, 

Newport Harbour consultation and the planning applications as 

discussed in February? 

 
Regarding application 21/02483/FUL that was discussed at our 

last planning and consultation committee on 24th February 2022, 

permission was GRANTED on Friday 20th May 2022. There are 

quite a few conditions in place with the permission (too many to 

list) so I will bring a copy of the permission with me to our 

upcoming committee meeting.  

 

I have also emailed HAZ to ask for an update on the People First 

Zone and Newport Harbour Consultation. 

 

It was agreed that Cllr Jones-Evans would circulate an email to 

members after the meeting with the most recent updates she 

had.  

 

2. Are there any other active consultations regarding Newport and 

Carisbrooke or the whole island that we should be aware of? 

 

I have had a look online and can’t see any active 

consultations so I have emailed the planning and licensing 

department and asked for a list of active consultations that 
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they are aware of and also asked if there are any 

upcoming consultations we should be aware of. 

 

3. Agenda – does this agenda go out to all NCCC councillors or just 

those who opt to sit on the Planning Committee? 

 

The agenda and associated papers go out to all NCCC 

councillors, not just those that sit on the committee.  

 

4. Could we invite someone from NHS Estates to discuss their new 

Estates Strategy 2021-25 to a future planning meeting?  

 

I have contacted NHS Estates/NHS Property Services, 

inviting them to talk at our planning and Consultation 

Committee on 23rd June. I am awaiting a response.  

 

5. Could we also ask for an update regarding the West Wight offroad 

cycle route? A report from Graham Biss or others would be good to 

share and discuss at a future meeting. 

 

I have emailed Natural Enterprise to ask for an update.  
 

 

P/2531 CLOSE OF MEETING 
 
18:47 

 

        
                                                       
CHAIRMAN 

 

 
Contact: Laura Jones          Tel: 01983 559119          Email: laura.jones@newportwight.org.uk 

 


